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I. 3.3 Thermal expansion

All materials change length under the in-
fluence of temperature. The linear defor-
mation (D|) is calculated by multiplying
the initial length |

o
 by the material’s co-

efficient of expansion α and the observed
temperature difference.

This results in the formula

l 
[mm] = I

o 
[m] · �/100 [mm/m·K] · �[K]

The initial coefficient is usually stated in
m/(m·K). However, since this figure is not
easily readable (in the case of RHEIN-
ZINK® = 0.000022), the following table
indicates the values in mm/(10m·10K).
This means the linear deformation in mm
per ten degrees of temperature difference
and a length of 10 m (in the case of
RHEINZINK® =2.2 mm/10 m/10 K (see
Table 1).

I. 3.2  Wet installation

”Wet installation” means the installation
of RHEINZINK® during rain or on sub-
surfaces wet from rain. This is accept-
able, provided that the sub-surfaces do
not have water-accumulating properties,
or provided that they can dry out after
installation. This applies in particular to
fabric-reinforced asphalt roofing materi-
als installed in single layers (N20, V13,
F3, ...), and, in the absence of separat-
ing layers, to ventilated wood framing. It
also applies to residual snow that might
still adhere to the sub-surface after sweep-
ing. Even with a low-pitched roof, the
amount of moisture adhering to the ma-
terial due to the surface conditions of
the above named separating layers will
lead only to a slight development of
zinc hydroxide on the underside of the
material, which is insignificant in terms
of corrosion.

General installation of underlays is ad-
dressed in Part II. 4.

I. 3.1 Transportation and storage

In principle, care must be taken that
RHEINZINK® is transported and stored
under dry, ventilated conditions. When
storing coils or prefabricated panels on
the construction site, direct contact be-
tween wet sheeting and the visible
surface of the material should be avoi-
ded. Furthermore, the covering installa-
tion must be secured against the wind.

If these rules are not followed, the forma-
tion of zinc hydroxide (see Part I. 2.2.6
or I. 2.1.7) can be expected.

Furthermore, the following must be avoi-
ded:
■ Covering coils or prefabricated panels

without ventilation
■ Change in dew point
■ Storage on a damp floor
■ Transportation/storage on dam

pallets
■ Very tight stacking of material during

transportation or storage (to avoid
abrasions on RHEINZINK® -”prewea-
thered pro ”)

Fig. 2: Transportation and storage of
profiles (schematic)

Fig. 1: Transportation and storage of
coils (schematic)

Aluminum  2.4

Concrete  1.2

Lead  2.9

Bronze  1.8

FOAMGLAS®  0.9

Copper  1.7

Brass  1.9
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According to scientific findings (see Part
I. 2.1.6), it can be assumed that when
installed on ventilated roof systems over
wooden framing, RHEINZINK® encoun-
ters a maximum material temperature of
65 °C. According to measurements taken
between 1989 and 1991, a lower limit
of about -15 °C is to be assumed.

Assuming an installation and working
temperature of 15 °C, a difference of
50 K should be considered for the ex-
pansion and a difference of -30 K for
the contraction of the material.  The fol-
lowing calculation example applies to
a section length of 8 m:

Expansion

       2.2 mm
10 m ·10 K

Contraction

        2.2 mm
10 m · 10 K

The values determined by means of this
example must be taken into account for
an unimpeded linear deformation. How
this can be done in practical terms will
be explained in detail under the different
applications listed (see roofing systems,
roof drainage, roof edges, coverings,
etc.).

· 30 K = 5.3 mm

· 50 K = 8.8 mm8 m ·

8 m ·

Note
If a tender indicates that weather condi-
tions as mentioned above might be ex-
pected during the performance of sheet
metal work, it is recommended that an
appropriate item be included in the spe-
cifications as a unit price.

The warming-up process reaches its limits
when the material temperature drops be-
low -10 °C. At such temperatures it is im-
possible, even with simultaneous warming-
up, to test directly whether the applied
amount of heat is adequate.

Sheet metal work also requires far more
skill than the mere installation of mate-
rial. It requires full control of the hands,
which is not guaranteed in situations with
such extreme temperatures.

If metal temperatures are below freezing,
ice may form and lead to dangerously
slippery conditions on the metal surfaces.

I. 3.4  Meterial temperature

The workability of metallic materials de-
pends, among other things, on the tem-
perature of the metal. Although cold brit-
tleness, which is typical for zinc, is clearly
modified through alloying and rolling
techniques, a recommended material tem-
perature of ~ 10 °C must be maintained
when working with RHEINZINK®. This
applies particularly to work involving im-
pact, such as the creation of pinched
seams (see Part III. 1.3) or the closing of
seams with hammer and shuttering iron.

The metal temperature may vary consid-
erably from the air temperature (in either
direction) as the result of radiation ab-
sorbed or emitted. As was explained in
detail in Part I. 2.6, even surfaces cooled
below 0 °C at night may warm up very
little or not at all in the course of the
following day.

To allow the performance of sheet metal
work with RHEINZINK® even under unfa-
vourable temperature conditions, the
material can be warmed up to the re-
quired temperatures with appropriate
devices. Equipment suited for that pur-
pose (hot air fan) will be covered in Part
I. 3.6.

Table 1: Linear coefficient of
expansion � at between 20 °C
and 100 °C for various materials,
in mm/(10 m · 10 K)

PVC 8.0

Quarz glass 0.1

RHEINZINK®

in rolling direction 2.2

RHEINZINK®

across the rolling direction 1.7

Steel 1.2

Unalloyed zinc 3.6
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I. 3.5  Fastening

The type of fastening depends in particu-
lar on the dimensions of the elements to
be fastened.

Direct fastening
The direct puncture of the element to be
fastened, with nails, screws or rivets, is
the exception rather than the rule in con-
ventional sheet metal technology. Such
fastening generally involves round holes,
which do not allow for expansion. There-
fore, it should only be used for short
lengths (2 to 3 m).

The conventional application is on an
invisible flashing area, where lengths of
up to 3 m are used for eaves flashings,
etc. Wall cladding should not be fas-
tened directly, since the most common
material sizes are subject to unattractive
warping, even in shorter lengths.

Indirect fastening
This fastening is accomplished via a se-
parate fastener, the clip or continuous
cleat. As a rule, this fastening method
allows for sliding and takes into consid-
eration the linear deformation specific to
the material (see Parts I. 2.1.6 and I.
3.3). It may also be accomplished with
rigid or non-sliding joints, depending on
the type of joint between the clip and the
sheet metal.

The following clips are known:
Plate and foot clips, which serve only
to secure the position (see Fig. 1a)
Flat clips, continuous cleats, and stop-
pers, which grip the back edge of the
element to be fastened (see Fig. 1b)
Rigid and sliding clips which are inte-
grated into a seam joint (see Part III. 1
and III. 2), (see Fig. 1c-1d).

The clips are usually fastened to the sub-
structure with galvanized flat-head nails
(roofing nails), tacks or screws (see Part
II. 3).

Fig, 2: Bituminous adhesive applied with a notched trowel is a durable adhesive.

Polyurethane Adhesives
Recently, polyurethane adhesives have
been used, for example, to join wall cov-
ering joints or gutters. It is very difficult to
evaluate the reliability of these materials
because they are directly linked to the
quality of the roughing work. For all adhe-
sives, the surface must be free of grease,
dust and dirt. A primer is frequently used.
The adhesives are available in cartridges
or tubes.
The company Sika Chemie GmbH in Bad
Urach Germany, has made develop-
ments in this area.  Detailed installation
instructions are available for their prod-
uct SikaBond T1 and T2.

In the future, this type of fastening will
certainly be used more in the sheet metal
trade.

Adhesive fastening
For the full-surface bonding of flat, slightly
inclined or linear elements, such as co-
pings of walls or ledges, the bituminous
adhesive ENKOLIT has proven success-
ful (see Fig. 2).

The use of this particular bituminous ad-
hesive does not interfere with the tem-
perature-related linear deformation of
RHEINZINK®. Its use is limited only in the
case of overhangs wider than 3 cm (or 5
cm below a building height of 8 m) and
depth of more than 5 cm.

In the case of steeply pitched surfaces,
the adhesive can also be used, but for
safety reasons it is advisable to add a
mechanical fastener to prevent sliding.
Experience so far has shown that the
adhesive keeps its plasticity even after
more than 30 years.

Fig. 1bFigj. 1a

Fig. 1c
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1. 3 GENERAL PROCESSING PRINCIPLESFig. 1a-1d: Different clips for indirect fastening of
RHEINZINK® elements: plate and tooth clips, flat
clip and continuous cleats, Y-shaped and machine
clips (each of the latter with sliding and rigid clips).

I. 3.6 Forming and jointing techniques,
tools and machines

High quality sheet metal work requires
suitable hand tools (see Fig. 1) and ma-
chine tools. The following explanations
concentrate on machine tools. In a com-
petitive marketplace, quality depends not
only on a tradesman’s skill, but also on
his ability to provide guaranteed and re-
liable workmanship in the shortest possi-
ble time. The higher the percentage of
labour costs in relation to the overall cost
of a project, the more valid the statement.

When tradesmen make double standing
seams in visible areas without machine
tools or special tools, one can expect
dents, impressions of hammer blows, etc..

A roofing firm that is poorly equipped in
comparison with its competitors, and
which is awarded a contract because of
a low price, may still manage to turn a
profit if it makes up for its deficiency in
machine tools by doing a rushed and
therefore probably a rough job. This con-
sideration should be taken into account
before tenders are even called.

Fig. 1d

Fig. 1: A small selection of tools commonly used in the sheet metal trade (this is not
a full set).
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A firm can partly make up for a lack of
machinery by purchasing prefabricated
elements (such as panels or special sec-
tions produced by RHEINZINK® Regional
Centres), and by utilizing RHEINZINK´s
machine rental service(see Part I. 2.2.11).

RHEINZINK® can be formed, i. e. folded,
roll-formed, rounded, flanged, curved,
stretched, upset, expanded, deep-drawn
and compressed. The most common joint-
ing techniques are seaming and soft-sol-
dering. Separating is done by cutting or
stamping.

Forming
Angular forming can be done with fold-
ing presses, manipulator presses and
shaping rollers (profilers). For this, a
bending radius of at least 1.75 mm must
be provided. Marking lines must never
be drawn with sharp objects as this
causes notching. A pencil should be used
instead.

Folding press/manipulator press
Linear elements, such as covers for walls
or ledges, are made with folding press-
es whose lengths vary between 1 m and
12 m (see Fig. 2). In fact, the conventi-
onal equipment found in tradesmen’s
workshops varies greatly from region to
region. Depending on the project, the
folding of long edges may become nec-
essary for aesthetic reasons, and this
should be properly taken into account in
the specifications. Every fold represents
a step in the working process, and folds
with more than 150° (= inside angle = 30°)
represent two steps. For that reason, the
number of necessary folds per element is
listed in the specifications in many coun-
tries.
Manipulator presses of the kind used in
many RHEINZINK® branches are high
precision machines for producing large
quantities of elements (see Fig. 3). Their
main advantage over folding presses is
that they can maintain the preset values

and roofs. Adapter sections, either straight
or tapered (see Part III. 1.2 and III. 2.2)
can also be manufactured without addi-
tional equipment.

Caution: At low outside temperatures
(see Part I. 3.4), the sections should ei-
ther be prefabricated in the shop or on
the construction site with the aid of a hot
air fan on both sides in order to bring the
sections up to working temperature (see
“Winterset”, Fig. 9).

(angles and distances) over the entire
length and various forms of the element.

Profilers
Many different models of profilers are
available today, all of which produce
pre-profiled sections for the various instal-
lation systems (e. g. double standing
seam or angled standing seam). Because
profile dimensions have not been inter-
nationally standardized, it is advisable
to discuss with the machine manufactur-
ers early on which specific systems and
machines you plan to support (rounding,
coping, seam closing, producing clips,
etc.) and if necessary to have this con-
firmed in writing. This is the only way to
prevent problems due to the incompat-
ibility of machines as well as liability
claims in case of failure.

The small profilers in the Mini-Prof series
(see Fig. 10) right up to the robust SPA
30/80 (see Fig. 6) have proven to be
successful in profiling RHEINZINK®- pro-
files. These machines can be used either
in the shop or on the construction site and
can pre-profile sections of any width be-
tween 230 and 810 mm. This is particu-
larly significant for forming curtain walls

Fig. 2: Bending Press MAB 310/CNC; bending cheek is open.

Fig. 3: A folding press in a RHEIN-
ZINK-Regional Centre
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In addition, it is important that coils al-
ways be unrolled from the bottom (see
Fig. 6).

If a sealing strip is used, the fold of the
profile cover must be 10 mm, because
the sealing strip will expand in the
profile. Consequently there will be suffi-
cient material to close the fold later.
When the profile is installed, the fold
must be pressed with hand tools appro-
ximately every 50 cm to facilitate the
work of the seaming machine. If a sealing
strip is not used, the profiling machine
should be reset to the customary measure
of 10 mm in the covering area.

Convex shapes are formed with curving
and bending machines as well as with
stretching and upsetting equipment. At
material temperatures above 10 °C, none
of the machines require special equip-
ment such as heating fans. Depending
on the extent of the required curving
work, the following equipment can be
used:

RMB Round Curving Machine
A prerequisite for using the RBM are the
profile sections that have been formed
with the Mini-Prof profile machines or the
Series SPM/A 30/80 profile machines.
The RBM stretch rollers are adapted
precisely to the profile produced by the
above-mentioned machines. The maxi-
mum metal thickness is 0.8 mm.  Sections
that have been processed to finished
length are then curved, with good con-
sistency from section to section. The mini-
mum radius is 60 cm. Bending can be
done in a variety of ways (see Fig. 5).

■ from a straight line into a curve, then
back into a straight line

■ tapered section

“BIEGEBOY” Stretching Machine
(convex)
The “BIEGEBOY” stretching machine stret-
ches the 90° upturn of a profile of a ma-
ximum height of 50 mm to any desired
profile radius. The minimum radius this

machine can stretch is 40 cm. The nar-
rower the radius, the greater the number
of required steps in the working process.

Curving (concave)
The buffers can be exchanged for a pair
of pad rollers on the SPM 30/80 profiler
without separating the cutters. Thus, con-
cave radii can be formed during profi-
ling. The radius is at least 3 m.

Stretching, Upsetting and Compres-
sing Tools
The HZ 51 hand forming tongs (see Fig.
4) and the HF 80 VH hand former can
stretch and upset the folded-up seam area
of pre-profiled sections to any desired
radius starting from 30 cm. It is very time
consuming to make narrow radii.

Fig. 5: RBM round curving machine for
forming pre-profiled sections to be used
on barrel roofs and round dormers.

Fig. 6: “Profimat SPA” with a decoiler and  a separating unit.
The coil widths are continuously adjustable between 300 and 880 mm
(for section widths of 230 to 810 mm).

Fig. 4: Hand forming tongs HZ 51 being
used at the RHEINZINK® exhibition
booth and ”live workshop”.
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Pre-curved RHEINZINK® sections such as
valleys in the case of barrel roofs, dor-
mers, cornice, wall and window sill co-
pings are also available up to a length
of 1 m (see Part V. 3.1).

Three-dimensional shapes, made by deep-
drawing and compressing, are also pos-
sible with RHEINZINK®. But since this
type of shaping is done only by a few
specialty firms (in particular by ornamen-
tal metalworkers), they do not need to be
explained here in detail.

Jointing
The joints of the individual components
must all be watertight and snow-tight.
Seaming and soft-soldering are the most
common methods of jointing, the latter
mainly in conjunction with roof drainage
and flashings (see Part V).

Seaming machines
A variety of seaming machines are avail-
able for making seam joints. The “Picco-
lo” (see Fig. 7) can be used universally.
Straight panels on roof surfaces and cur-
tain walls as well as curved panels with
a minimum radius of 60 cm can be
closed into a double standing seam or
an angled standing seam in one oper-
ation. Output is approximately 9 m/min.
For curtain walls, a scaffold clearance of
25 cm is required for working space.
Other seaming machines such as the
“Flitzer” (see Fig. 8) with an output of
11 m/min, are available especially for
straight areas. The robust FK1 double
standing seam machine (see Fig. 9) is
also available for straight areas.

Winterset
When the meterial temperature goes
below 10 °C, it is necessary to warm it
(see Part I. 3.4). Ideally, this is done with
a controllable hot air fan (see Fig. 9) sold
under the name of ”Winterset”. A bracket
for seaming machines and a stand are
also available as accessories.

Fig. 11: Even in extreme cold, the
seams can be closed with “Winterset”,
without cracking or breaking.

Fig. 7: ”Piccolo” seaming machine,
also for curved surfaces.

Fig. 8: ”Flitzer” seaming machine for
roofs and curtain walls.

Fig. 10: MobileMini-Prof profiler for
standing seam section widths of
230–810 mm.

Fig. 9: The very robust ”FK1” seaming
machine, shown here with a hot air fan
(”Winterset”).

With ”Winterset”, the minimum accept-
able material temperature of greater
than 10 °C can be attained inside the
seam in all areas, even in extreme cold,
thus ensuring a professional installation
(see Fig. 11).
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Riveting joints
In some regions, riveted joints are used
as substitutes for fully soldered joints.
However, unlike the latter, they are not
watertight without additional steps being
taken. Wrought-aluminum alloy rivets are
used as they do not cause traces of run-
off and are not a source of contact corro-
sion; they are generally applied with
blind  riveting methods.

Bonding
At present, RHEINZINK’s experience with
bonding with two-sided adhesive strips
is insufficient, especially as far as the
durability of the adhesive bond is con-
cerned. However, this process has been
used successfully on selected projects.

Clearly, the success of this technique de-
pends on how carefully it is performed,
both in the preparation and implementa-
tion stages.

At present, bonding cannot yet be regar-
ded as a generally accepted jointing tech-
nique.

Fig. 13: Seam closure prepared by
means of a notching device.

EHA Notching Device
Seam closures of profiled sections are
made ready for installation in the shop
using an electrohydraulic notching de-
vice. The operations - notch-advance,
fold-back are done as the panel is fed
through and are suitable for both instal-
lation directions. Curved seam closures
are the norm. The machine is quick, easy
to use and guarantees precise repeata-
bility (Fig. 12 and 13).

Angled seam closing machine
This hand tool can be used economically
for seam lengths up to 6 m. Its use guar-
antees a technically perfect and optically
rectilinear seam, which would be difficult
to achieve with folding pliers.

Soldering
One of the remarkable advantages of
RHEINZINK® is its easy one-step soft-sol-
derability, with which a positive water-
tight connection can be established on
both bright rolled and ”preweathered”
RHEINZINK® (see Fig. 14).

Fig. 12: The EHA notching device cre-
ates seam closures that are ready for
installation.

A positive connection is necessary for a
lasting seal, this requires continuously sol-
dered seams with an overlap of 10 mm
and a joint clearance of 0.5 mm max.
The latter requirement becomes more
difficult to achieve, with metal gauges of
more than 0.8 mm, as more unidirec-
tional edges are included in the elements
to be jointed by soft-soldering. Tapered
edges are therefore required in such ca-
ses.

If the metal thickness is over 0.8 mm, the
soldered seam areas are tin-plated in or-
der to attain frictional connection.

Drop seams are a waste of solder, since
they do not increase the strength of the
soldered seam. Only the solder in the
joints provides a union.

For more on the technique of soft-solder-
ing, please see our fully illustrated “Sol-
dering Instructions”, which describe the
materials and site conditions required in
detail.

Fig. 14: Soft soldering jointing tech-
nique; soldering joint overlap ca. 10 mm.
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Welding
While it is possible, in principle, to use a
variety of welding techniques with zinc,
these are not among the methods com-
monly used on construction sites, where
soft-soldering  presents a more economi-
cal solution. Some of the RHEINZINK
products, e. g. pipe bends, rainwater pipe
flaps or plug-in eavestrough outlets are
supplied with overlapping seams that
have been roll welded. RHEINZINK®

curved downpipes are available in lengths
of 2 and 3 m.  A high frequency welding
process is used to make butt welded
seams.

Separating
RHEINZINK®, in thicknesses customary in
construction, can be easily adapted to
on-site requirements by cutting, stamping
or sawing. State-of-the-art separating pro-
cesses such as laser technology can also
be used.

Cutting
Suitable cutting tools include guillotines,
electrical shears, and a variety of hand
shears. The cut edges may show slight
burring which must be removed with a
deburring tool, should subsequent bon-
ding work be required.

Stamping
Hand punch pliers are the common stam-
ping tool for sheet metal workers. Recent-
ly, RHEINZINK Service Centres have been
using stationary stamping tools with
”Profimats”, which perform the required
notching (see Fig. 12 and 13) for round
and curved seam terminations (see Part
III. 1 and III. 2) and thus ensure an even
appearance of the seam ends.

Sawing
Sawing with a metal-cutting handsaw or
a portable electric circular saw (special
blade required) is advisable, especially
when the geometry of the element to be
separated does not allow the use of the
above separation methods. This applies
to downpipes, eavestroughs, roof and
curtain wall system profiles.
Some “Profimats” are also equipped with
stationary circular saws to separate indi-
vidual section profiles. When this sepa-
ration method is used, the cut edge must
in all cases be deburred with a suitable
deburring tool.


